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Hill' for the other reciprocal lattice 
"·'IM'. Thus. the possible k + R vec-
1,'1, li~ on a set of surfaces consisting 
"~I Ihe original Fermi surface suitably 
.hi,l.lced. as in Fig. II. In order to 
~'II'ly lhe requirement of conservation 
"I energy. all the vectors k' of the e1ec
H,'", afler scattering must lie on the 
":lf~l n.d Ferll1i surface; so, to satisfy 
I ,{ . S. \\'c mllst look for vectors - q 
.dll.:ll go from one of the repeated 
I al1l i ~urfaces back to the original 
I ,Irni ~lIrface. Such phonon vectors, 
I hi' lr.lled in Fig. 11, give rise to 
l·I1I~I.lpp processes. 

If lhc Fcrmi surface does not touch 
lb,' I,)II C boundary, then q must exceed 
., (Crt.lin minimum value or else Um-
11.,1'1' proccsses are impossible. This 
!'1l1li lllllm value is equal to the distance 
"1 ''')Icst approach of two adjacent 
I (fIlli surfaccs-for example, the vec-
1I1( CD in Fig. 11. An Umklapp proc- . 
\"" II ilh Ihis minimum vector scatlers 
;',' eleclron lhrough the maximum 

';k of 180 0 (Fig. 12). q vectors 
"h,dl are larger lhan the minimum 
•. ,tully produce rather smaller scatter
, .~ .Inglcs: nevertheless all Umklapp 
;-:",,\\es in a monovalent metal cause 
,,'·up.lr.Hively large angle scattering. 

I he cxistcnce of a minimum value of 
• I,'r Umklapp processes means that at 
'II lemperatures the number of such 

··' ,\.·,'I'CS mllst bcgi n to fall off because 
.•. : nllmber of phonons with a large 

"'iI;:h wave vector begins to fall ofT. 
I "\I I. Ihe shape of the Fermi surface 
, II inllllencc the temperature depend
.. ':e "f electrical resistivity at low tem
" .• llIres. It also an'ects the magnitude 
" lh,' resistivity. since at all tempera
, I' , Ihe morc closely the Fermi surface 

,'(,',lch,5 the zone boundary the 

'!lLYI 96 1 

Fig. 8 (left). Displacement of the Fermi surface under the influence of an electrical field. 
Fig. 9 (middle). A "normal" scattering process. Fig. 10 (right). An Umklapp process. 

greater is the number of phonons that 
can take part in Umklapp processes. 
Since, as has been emphasized, these 
are wide-angle sca ttcring processes, this 
implies tha t the nearcr the Fermi sur
face is to the zone boundary the higher 
is the electrical resi stivity, other things 
being equal. (By "other things" I mean 
in particular the number of phonons 
available for scattering the electrons; ' 

this point is discussed in more detail 
in the next paragraph.) Distortion of 
the Fermi surface changes not only the 
number of possible Umklapp processcs 
but also, for example, the velocity of 
the electrons at the Fermi level, and 
this too can alter the resistivity. In 
general, however, it seems that, if the 
resistivities of the monovalent metals 
are compared under conditions such as 

Fig. 11. Repeated zone scheme to illustrate the possible wave vectors which can give 
rise to Umklapp processes. 
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